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Studies on biological, and physical processes regulating recruitment in fish populations are
important topics in fisheries research labs around the world. Recruitment studies are, in fact, the central
focus of several multi-million dollar federally sponsored research projects including NOAA's SABRE (South ·
Atlantic Bight Recruitment Experiment) project on the east coast and FOCI (Fisheries Oceanography
Cooperative Investigations) in the Pacific and the proposed CRESCENT in the Gulf. · (Ever wonder how
much time is spent on developing project names with acronyms that can be pronounced? Hours, maybe
days! But it is obviously important. You could never get a project started like CLTDS (Coastal Lagoon
Trophic Dynamics Study) - no one would show up!
The term "recruitment" is freq~.ently misused in fisheries research. It is often used to describe any
movement or arrival from one place to another (e.g., recruitment to the nursery area). The proper use of
the term is to describe the entire process whereby young fish are added to the adult population. Thus,
recruitment represents the end point of interacting physical and biological processes in which a very

large number of eggs are reduced to a relatively small number of surviving adults. Recruitment studies
therefore can take on a wide variety of endeavors relating to the regulation of stock size or year-class
strength in fishes. The FAML group has been working on several projects over the past 8-10 years which
relate to the recruitment problem, primarily focused on red drum (red.fish) and spotted seatrout (speckled
trout) but with application to numerous other species. A large number of fish and invertebrate species
which are valuable in terms of their commercial or recreational importance have a common life history pattern and are commonly called "estuarine dependent marine species". This name comes from the fact that
while the mature adults of these species generally live offshore, the young are obligated at some stage to
spend time in the estuary, usually as larvae or early juveniles. The typical scenario is that the eggs are
released in offshore waters and larvae are transported to the coast by currents. Here they must find and
pass through one of the narrow inlets into the estuary, where they settle into suitable nursery habitat.
After a period of a few months to several years in the estuary the maturing sub-adults move offshore to
join the adult population.. The adults of some species, notably southern flounder and blue crab, do not
remain offshore after spawning but return to the estuary during the non-·b reeding season. The young of
these species, however, follow the same pattern described above. This is a rather complex life-cycle and
has a number of potential bottlenecks where recruitment strength might be regulated. One of these is the
transit across the continental shelf which is apparently dependent almost entirely on appropriate current
regimes. Another is getting through the tidal inlet where tides are essentially sloshing in and out rather
than flowing in one direction like a river. A final one (and one could itemize a number of others) is the
process by which larvae locate or detect suitable nursery habitat within the estuary.

Investigations of these phenomena in our lab have included studies on the vertical distribution oflarvae
in the Aransas Pass to understand how behavior oflarvae may interact with tides and currents to transport
larvae into the estuary. We found that these small larvae migrate vertically in response to both the
day/night cycle and the tidal cycle in a way that might enhance their immigration into the estuary. We
have also looked at how .the estuarille frontal zone, the boundary between oceanic water and bay water
during flood tide, controls the distribution of these "offshore" larvae within Aransas Bay. We found that
it acts as a wall to all but the largest larvae, keeping them within the oceanic water that brought them in.
In fact, most of the smaller larvae coming into the estuary on flood tide are taken back out on the following
ebb, presumably to reenter on the next flood tide or possibly to be swept away by longshore currents and
carried to the next inlet along the coast. It is·not at all clear how these larvae are retained in the vicinity
of the inlets until they successfully enter the estuary.

Large numbers of larvae do get into the estuary and settle into some suitable habitat where they
fmd both shelter from predators and sufficient food for rapid growth, despite what appear to be
overwhelming odds against it. How do these larvae get to suitable habitat and how does their choice of
where to settle out of the plankton affect the species composition, and hence the "value" of various nursery
habitats? That is the subject of a current Masters thesis project in our lab by Jim Tolan. Two alternative
scenarios are being examined. One is that larvae seek out optimum habitat, passing over marginal or
inferior .areas, and thus faunal composition in these areas would reflect habitat selection by larvae. The
alternative is that larvae settle into the first available habitat, even if it is marginal, rather than remain
in the plankton any longer than necessary. In that case, habitat "value" would reflect the supply oflarvae
to that particular area (Ah! you were wondering what the title to this article was all about.) In the next
installment we will talk about larval supply and seagrass nursery habitats. 'Till then ...
-Scott Holt
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GRADUATE STUDENTS RECENTLY ARRIVED AT PORT ARANSAS:
Randy Garza is working on his MA with Curtis Suttle. His most likely area of study will probably have
something to do with a new protozoan virus. Randy's hobbies are running, biking, cooking, reading (mostly
non-fiction) and Jeopardy! His younger sister will be starting at UT this fall. Randy's long term goal is
to obtain his Ph.D. and either go into academia or make major bucks in industry. Randy: ...fell in love with
Austin my freshman year. UT - great undergraduate program in Microbiology; the Faculty were very
supportive and encouraged students to follow up their interests. MSI - department seems to be improving; ·
greater emphasis on a specialized course curriculum based on the student's area of interest rather than a very
broad marine science degree. Port A - I ran into two old high school classmates at the IGA (in the same
night!) What can I say!
Kun-Seop Lee is from Seoul, Korea, and is accompanied in the United States by his wife, Mi Youn, and
two and a half year old daughter, Kyung Jin. He has a BA and MA in Biology from Sogang University in
Korea. After completing his MA here with Ken Dunton, he plans to enter the Ph.D. program and
eventually return to Korea where he would like to study seagrass communities, an unexplored field in
Korea. Kun-Seop: .. .Port A is a good place. for research, but my wife and my daughter are bored. I am
happy now, because I can do something in water a couldn't in Austin).
Scott Jones is seeking an MA with Terry Whitledge as his major professor. He has not yet selected a
thesis title but his work will involve freshwater inflow and nutrient chemistry of estuaries. He previously
received his BS with an Aquatic Biology emphasis at UT-Austin. Scott was born and raised in Houston but
has lived in Austin for the last 13 years. He is looking forward to living under the same roof with his wife,
Dorsey, after the summer. The Joneses have no children but do have two cats and a dog. His hobbies are
. running, weight lifting, fishing, surfing, camping and swimming. Scott: .. Like - I like the·small town
atmosphere, you can really unwind after a long day (and night) of studying. It's great to be near the water .
again. I really like the ease of parking here. Dislike - nothing yet.
Kristen Rodda is working on the affect of viruses on phytoplankton communities, while .seeking an MA
with Curtis Suttle as ·her major professor. Kristen is originally from Denton and earned her BS in Aquatic
Biology from UT-Austin. Her long range plan is to get a job in the private sector, such as environmental
consulting. Kristen likes to work out at Bull's Gym, read, and wishes she had enough money to scuba dive.
Kristen: .. .Port A has a nice sense of community, and is without distraction from my studies and research.
I like it a lot because I know the situation is temporary for me.

-:CPA Apparition #1: Granny and her Fairform Flier on Cotter Street - In the early 60's I was
driving down Cotter Street when a large charter boat crone towards me. All I could see was the bow of this
large boat (which I remember was originally a yacht known as a Fairform Flier) - no vehicle, no trailer,
just a large sport fishing boat approaching me from the far end of the street. I thought, in today's
vernacular: what is the deal here. As the distance reduced, I could tell there was a trailer, not visible from
afar, and a small truck was pushing from astern. Nevertheless, the close view was even more curious than
that from a distance. The trailer was supported in front by small wheels which appeared to be landing gear
from an airplane, rigged with a steering wheel to guide the trailer, and out in front a seat was provided for
the pilot. The pilot was a small gray-haired lady wearing a long old-fashioned dress and a sunbonnet. She
would have looked at home shelling peas in her rocking chair on the veranda-not piloting a Fairform Flier
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down Cotter. The boat belonged to Captain Jack Shanklin and the little lady in the sunbonnet was Jacks'
mother-in-law. Later Jack was Captain of MS l's R / V MARCIA K. and first Captain of RIV LONGHORN.
Parenthetically, students of WWII naval history may find it of interest that he was aboard the
LEXINGTON (Lady Lex, predecessor to the Blue Ghost, the LEXINGTON in Corpus Christi) when she was
sunk in the Battle of the Coral Sea.
I had a
~PA Apparition #2: A swing scene not found at the Old San Francisco Steak House hand in the production of a strange apparition at the city boat basin. While I would love to have a snapshot
of grandma steering her boat down Cotter Street, I would really love to have a picture of the boat basin
scene. A few readers will remember, and may have attended, Charles Butt's Lighthouse Party in 1976. In
my off duty hours, I was employed to help with some of the arrangements, which included the
transportation of two skid-o-cans to the Lighthouse. A houseboat (a squarish houselbarge powered by a ·
diesel motor-kind of a movable fishing shack) was used to haul over the two skid-o-cans. Since the boat
was almost all house, we had to strap the skid-o-cans to the stern. To complete the scene we made moving
across the harbor, a truck tire swing was suspended from a long line off.a stern boom, and the owner's two
young sons began to swing menily away over the water. I don't think we would have been admitted for
-John Thompson
membership in the Marblehead Yacht Club.

Old timers recognized - Framed certificates were presented to six long time employees by Acting
Director Terry Whitledge at an informal get-together in the hallway Wednesday, June 23. Alarge cake
with the state of Texas ·and yellow roses was provided for the occasion along with cookies, coffee, and punch.
Ten-year awards were presented to Elsa Benavides, Charlie Hutchins; fifteen-year awards were presented
to Vicki Roberson, Noe Cantu (in absentia) and Connie Arnold (in absentia); and, for really long term
survival, a twenty-year award to Rick Kalke.
Arnold Pa/,mer gets competition from MSI Arnolds -Arnold Palmer isn't the only Arnold who plays
the game. Connie Arnold and Aggie Arnold were the first flight, first place winners of the Annual Sadie
Hawkins 1993 Golf Tournament at the Live Oak Country Club.
Jacqueline Thomas honored by Texas A & 1 - Dr. Jacqueline Thomas, professor of French at Texas
A & I and spouse of MSI's Dr. Peter Thomas, has been selected for the 1993 Distinguished Teaching Award.
The award includes a plaque, special recognition at A & l's commencement, and an honorarium of $500.
The Distinguished Teaching Award honors those whose contributions, innovations, and dedication to
teaching have made a profound difference at Texas A & I.
Summer temporary employees - Anita Benner (Junior at Flour Bluff High School) is working for Joan
Holt; Ethan Thompson (Plan II Sophomore at UT-Austin) is working for Ken Dunton; and James Abell
(Sophomore in high school in Austin) is working for Connie Arnold.
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June 19-July 2 travel

+Jim Tolan, Chris Martin, Cameron Pratt, June 28-30 & Scott Holt, Kathy Binney, Carl Moore June 30
- July 1, Port Mansfield, research on the ichthyoplankton of the upper and lower Laguna Madre.
+Ed Buskey, June 18-24, Karachi, Pakistan, present paper Bioluminescence and growth rates of
heterotrophic dinofiagellates on varying algal diets; implications for studies of bioluminescence in the
Arabian Sea at the US-Pakistan Conference on Marine Science of the Arabian Sea.
+Cecilia Riley, June 12-27, Veracruz, Mexico, collect phytoplankton and water samples for chemical
analysis from offshore coral reefs.

Tide Predictions-July 5-18 (For tidal heights at the tide tower, South Jetty, the
Aransas Pass. Heights are in feet above or below mean sea level. The shaded area is nighttime.
Remember, this is tidal height, not tidal current. Slack water is when the wiggly line crosses the
MSL line, not at peaks and valleys, where the tidal current will be a full flood or ebb.)
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RIV LONGHORN begins busy summer schedule - After languishing at the dock for longer than was
wished, RIV LONGHORN is now making up for lost time. Cruise #93-600 was postponed because RIV
LONGHORN would have arrived at Baffin Bay on the same day as Tropical Storm Arlene. Finally, on June
23 and 24, Terry Whitledge's Marine Chemistry Class made it to Baffin Bay. Smallboats (LOWE,
JETBOAT, JEFFERSON) extended the cruise into shallow water. Unfortunately the airconditioning
system did not cooperate with what would have otherwise been a good cruise. It was reported that Acting
Director Whitledge was the only person able to sleep below in the heat. Cruise
#93-601, to Port Isabel for Ken Dunton's Marine Botany Class, followed June
25 through 27. The first leg of Cruise #93-602 departed 'P ort Aransas July 1.
#93-602 is another NOAA/NECOP cruise and is for 25 days work
investigating the effects of the Mississippi/Atchafalaya Rivers on the Louisiana
and Texas continental shelves. Several transects of stations across the shelf
will be occupied along the Louisiana shelf and intensive biological process
sampling will occur in the river plumes and low oxygen regions ranging in
depth froin 5 to 150 meters. The ship operations will consist of CTD/rosette
hydrocasts, net tows, and sediment sampling. Special deployments of water
samplers will occur on selected sites for productivity/decomposition studies and small boats will be deployed
in the Atchafalaya Bay for the collection of samples in shallow water. One or more trips will go up the
Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers to collect large samples. Dr. Alan Bratkovich of the NOAA Great Lakes
Environmental Research Laboratory is Chief Scientist for the first leg (Port Aransas to Cocodrie). Also on
the first leg are Jim Hendey of the NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory in Miami
and Lynn Tinnin of MSI. Terry Whitledge will be Chief Scientist for the final leg; .also aboard from MSI
will be Ron Benner Co-Chief Scientist, Dean Pakulski, Rainer Amon, David Shormann, and Dean Stockwell.
Others are Dr. Wayne Gardner, NOAA Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL), Ann
Arbor, Michigan; Dr. Brian Eadie, NOAA GLERL; Joanne Caveletto, NOAA GLERL; Margaret Lansing,
NOAA GLERL; Dr. Jim Ammerman, Texas A & M University; and Dr. Jim Cottner, Texas A & M
University. The most recent message received from RIV LONGHORN: 0700 02JUL START STATION
2 AND WILL START RUNNING 10 FATHOM CURVE TOWARDS THE DELTA. SEAS RUNNING 3-5
FT/WIND 10-15 FROM SOUTHEASTERLY. ALLIS WELL. HAYDEN. Copies of messages from the RIV
LONGHORN and location charts printed from QTRACS are posted daily on the bulletin board in the
Administration Building.

Small boat use for May
Peter Thomas: LOWE - 5 days.
Dean Stockwell: JET - 3 days and SONNY MAC - 2 days.
Ken Dunton: JEFFERSON - 3 days, WHALER - 6 days, JET 1 DAY.
Scott Holt: JET - 4 days.
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The Fisheries and Mariculture Laboratory recorded a first on the night of June 28, 1993 when four
different species of marine fish spawned in our recirculating spawning tanks. All were spawned without
the use of hormones by rearing them under temperature and day length conditions that correspond to their
natural spawning cycle. Most notable was the spawning of the red snapper. This was the first time
fertilized red snapper eggs have been produced in our laboratory since 1977. The eggs were from two year
old fish that were caught in February, 1993 and held in our laboratory at a temperature-photoperiod
corresponding to the natural temperature-photoperiod for this area. There should be many more spawns
from the red snapper if they follow the same pattern as the yellow tail snapper that began spawning in April, 1992 and have spawned an average of every 3 days since then, producing about 200,000 eggs per
spawn. The yellow tail snapper were reared in our laboratory from small juveniles and started spawning
as two year old fish. The ability of these fish to spawn continuously permits us to conduct life history
studies on all stages of their life cycle, as well as aquaculture studies on nutritional requirements, growth
rates, temperature and salinity tolerance, etc. to determine if they are candidates for commercial production
as we have done for red drum. We routinely spawn red drum year round and have found from the many
studies conducted on tl;iis species that it has many of the traits necessary for production on a commercial
scale. The fourth species to spawn was the cuban hog fish, a tropical reef fish (wrasse-like) which is one
of the four species of tropical marine fishes we routinely spawn. Rearing these species through the juvenile
stage has proved to be very difficult, but we feel we are nearing a solution. When this occurs, it will be
possible to produce tropical reef fish in captivity and, as a result, relieve the pressure on coral reef
populations around the world.
-Connie Arnold

-

Pier Laboratory and Pier Instrument Building - Garrett & Associates began construction of the new
Pier Laboratory building last week. The new building is being constructed on the piling foundation already
put in place by the pier contractor. The contract amount is $162,000 for a frame building which will
primarily serve visiting classes. Unlike the old pier, which was lost when a barge hit the end of the old
pier, the new building is located on land and on UT property. However it is on the same level as the pier
and has the same entrance. Materials are on order for a small instrument building which will be located
on the new pier. This building will be constructed by the MSI Physical Plant Crew. The MSI Physical
Plant Crew will also be installing a new tide trap and constructing additional railings for the lower pier
platform and a diving entrance platform. ·
Prebid for renovation of the north wing ofAdministration Building- A prebid conference was held
on Monday, June 28, for a project to renovate the end of the Administration Building which is occupied by
offices and laboratories of Peter Thomas. The work includes complete replacement and improvement of the
air conditioning and heating system and some laboratory renovations and fume hoods. The project will
make it necessary for Dr. Thomas to temporarily use other space which the work is underway.
Emergency dredging completed - A small dredging project was completed in the MSI Boat Basin last
week. The work involved a motor crane with dragline removing material from the north side of the boat
basin. While the work was minor, it corrected a major problem for the boat owners on that side of the
basin, since some could not get their boats out of their slips because of the shallow water. Another project
involved placing rock along the base of one portion of the boat basin bulkhead where it was necessary to
armor the bottom against erosion from wheel wash and currents.
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Regarding PA Apparition #1 (Egabrag Woes), finally one must stop with the parentheticals; but
recently Frank Walker (cook aboard the RIV LONGHORN) told me he was in the vicinity (aboard
a Marine Troop Ship) when the Lady Lex was sunk. Regarding PA Apparition #2, the floating selfpropelled fishing shack with dual-stern-skid-o-cans and truck tire swings was not only inappropriate
for the Marblehead Yacht Club, but also for a club on the Indian River in Florida where RIV KATY
spent the first night of her maiden voyage. Very late, after the guard had left, we quietly pulled
alongside the wharf for the night among yachts that dwarfed the 57' RIV KATY. We were proud of
our brand new shiny boat, but their neatly uniformed professional crews looked at us with disdain
and the owners-in natty yachting apparel, which included coats and ties, brought their children
by to see a real shrimp boat. Our artist, Linda Yates, has been working on some little figures of
MSI folks sailing the little LazGaz on a broad reach. Eventually we hope to work these into
headings and articles involving the same folks. We didn't have time for this issue, but you can find ·
a few rather crudely pasted about. Thanks for help with this issue to Tony Amos, Colleen Pike,
Linda Yates, Toni Martinez, Kathy Quade, JoAnn Page, Patty Baker, Lynn Amos, Andi Wickham,
and especially Scott Holt and Connie Arnold. This week, while walking the beach, I was attacked
by a large dog (no real injury to me or the dog). However, I suspect that the ill-mannered brute was
the reason our correspondent M:o'i He 3 Hae M failed to visit with me on the beach and contribute to
this issue of the LazGaz.
-John Thompson
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July 5, Monday .................................. Salisb\lry steak, creamed potatoes, spinach
July 6, Tuesday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . barbecue sausage, au-gratin potatoes
July 7, Wednesday ....................................... ... turkey w/dressing, yams, corn
July 8, Thursday ....................................... ...... brisket, beans, potato salad
July 9, Friday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . deluxe hamburger steak, green bean casserole
July 12, Monday ....................................... ........ pizza, corn, tossed salad
July 13, Tuesday .............. . ........... chicken fried steak, snowflake potatoes, green beans
July 14, Wednesday ....... . .. . .... . ... .. ....... . . chinese pepper steak, oriental rice, egg rolls
July 15, Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pot roast, whole potatoes, carrots
July 16, Friday ....................................... ..... steak and shrimp, french fries
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